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Bob White Systems 
 

the Bucket Milker Manual  

 Goat & Sheep 

Attention: Please read instructions thoroughly before using equipment 

 

Upon receiving the unit, please check IMMEDIATELY to see whether there is any visible damage to the 

bucket milker,  vacuum pump, or other items. If there is any damage do not attempt to run the unit!  

Call or email Bob White  Systems. (802) 763-2777 
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Your Bucket Milker Includes: 

Operating Your New Bucket Milker 

The following guidelines will assist the first time user in properly operating a Bucket type milker system.  

Please note: Goat/Sheep side practice and pre and post care of the animal is left solely up to the dairyman.  Bob -White       

Systems recognizes only the practices published by the National Mastitis Council, Milking Machine Manufacturers Council, and 

established 3A guidelines.  Bob-White Systems makes no claim as to the right or wrong way of using the above type of milking 

systems, Bob-White Systems only describes the function of how the piece of equipment was designed to work and has been prov-

en to work in practical field applications.  Bob-White Systems will not be held accountable for any claims or damages.  

 

Operating a Bucket milker requires minimal training and minimal equipment knowledge, but does require proper equipment 

maintenance and the development of a special technique in applying the milking claw as opposed to hand milking. 

Steps of Operation: 

1) If Electric, place your vacuum Pump in a central location near an 110V outlet. Review the vacuum pump pages before  

operating. When plugging in the pump, do not use an extension cord! 

Vacuum levels to operate the bucket milker can be between 11" to 15" of mercury.  Recommended level is 13" Hg for Cows.  

Bucket  systems require a large volume of vacuum to completely satisfy their requirements, if vacuum levels are too low it 

will be harder to apply the milking unit.  

Using the 1/2" vacuum hose supplied, connect the adaptor on the bucket lid to the vacuum system. The vacuum supplied to 

the adaptor on the lid supplies vacuum to both the bucket and the pulsator.  

 

2) Pulsation rate is recommended at 90 pulsations per minute for goats and 120 pulses per minute for sheep. The NuPulse 

claw will regulate pulsation rate and not require a pulsation unit on the lid of the bucket milker.  

The ratio is the percentage of time the inflation is in the open (milk flow) phase to the time it is in a closed (massaging the 

teat). Eco Cluster, ITP 207 and DeLaval bucket milkers come with a #D95 pulsator equipped with a 50:50 ratio. 

Vacuum Pump Requirements:  

3-6 CFM Capacity per 4 inflations  CFM = Cubic Feet per Minute: how much air a vacuum can pull per minute 

13” Hg       HG = Inches of Mercury the vacuum pump pulls 

1/4 HP of Motor Power Per 4 inflations    Make Sure your Motor is powerful enough for your set-up 

All vacuum pumps must be equipped with a balance tank, vacuum gage and regulator.  

Milking System: 

          

Claw Style ITP 207 Eco-Cluster NuPulse or or DeLaval   Or 

Bucket Size 35lb S.S. 55lb S.S. 65lb S.S. or or 65lb ECO 68lb Poly or or 

Package Size One Goat Two Goats  or      
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Setting the Pulsation Rate: While the unit is running, You will hear two clicks for every one pulse. Count the number 

of “Up Beats” (One of the Two Clicks) the pulsator makes in 30 seconds. Multiply that number by two and you have the pul-

sation rate. A small Allen Wrench is included with your pulsator to adjust the setting. The allen Screw is located on the 

back of the pulsator and small adjustments to the screw will change the rate. Remember you are looking for the pulsator 

to pulse 90 times in one minute. Test the pulsation rate with both the in-line shut-off valves open and then closed. When 

the valve is open wait for the vacuum pressure to adjust and for the pulsator to regain the proper speed.  Anytime you lose 

vacuum (and therefore the pulsator) close the in-line valve and wait for the vacuum pressure to build back up.  

6) Eco-Cluster: The eco Cluster is equipped with a metal lever at the base of each claw. When the Lever is twisted to the 

Highest Position (UP) it is in the non-milking position. When the lever is twisted to the lowest position (Down) it is in the 

milking/cleaning position. The lever can be positioned down to the milking position for the duration of your milking. 

Even across multiple animals. Make sure the vacuum pump is running and you can hear/Feel air being drawn into the open-

ing of the inflations. The automatic feature allows the claw to pick up suction and pulsation once on the Goat/Sheep’s 

teat. As soon as milk flow has stopped, remove from the goat/Sheep’s teat by twisting the teat cup and pulling down gen-

tly. This will create wrinkles in the teat and release the full suction.  

ITP 207 Cluster: The ITP 207 cluster has a fully automatic claw. (This is different from an automatic take -off you may 

have heard of) Make sure the vacuum pump is running. you can hear/Feel air being drawn into the opening of the inflations 

by pushing the button at the bottom of each claw. If you are ever experiencing air  leaking out of the teat cups, simply push 

the button at the bottom of the leaking claw. It should make a “Shoop” Sound briefly and reset the automatic feature. As 

soon as milk flow has stopped, remove from the goat/sheep’s teat by twisting the teat cup and pulling down gently. This 

will create wrinkles in the teat and release the full suction.  

 

DeLaval or NuPulse Style Claw: When applying the milker unit (claw) the shut off on the claw must be opened (push 

shut off up) to allow vacuum to be supplied to the unit. Make sure the vacuum pump is running and you can hear air being 

drawn into the opening of the inflations.  While holding the claw in your left hand, the shells and inflations will hang 

down towards the ground so that the inflations "kink" and cut the vacuum off to the inflation.  Once Both of the          

inflations are "kinked" and no air is able to enter the inflations through their openings the pulsator will start pulsating. ?

This will indicate you are now ready to apply the milker unit.  Supportt he claw and apply slight upward pressure on the 

inflations as you place it on the animal. close the shut off on the claw, (pull shut off down) before taking of the goat/

Sheep or sheep. 

Clear Silicone inflations are key as  you can be sure you haven’t folded a teat in the cup. Do Not Over Milk Goats! It is    

important to remove the teat cup and inflations as soon as you do not see any more milk streaming from the teat.  

Left: When the lever is twist-

ed to the highest position (UP) 

= Non Milking Position.  

Middle: When the lever is 

twisted to the lowest position 

(Down) = Milking/Cleaning 

Position. 

Right:  The button on the 

bottom  of the ITP 207 Claw. 
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Cleaning and Maintenance 

Cleaning: 

Once milking is finished, pull out the paper sock filter of the in-line filter and dispose of it properly.  

Tip: The filter can be a good indicator of your Goat/Sheep’s health. Become familiar with what her “normal” looks like, always 

keeping an eye out for large clumps, blood clots, etc.  

 

Rinse: Directly after milking, rinse the entire milking unit with water (90°-120°F). The Claw can be Rinsed in place by submerging 

in a sink/pail and drawing the water through the unit. The shut-off button on a Delaval or NuPulse Style Claw should be pressed 

down and locked in place under the small plastic notches. The Eco Cluster lever should be down for the Milking/Cleaning position. 

Be sure to make a dipping motion while it sucks up water to increase turbidity and scrubbing action. This will also clean the milk 

hose from the claw to the bucket.   

Exception: For an ITP 207 the whole cluster must be submerged in water. Do not make the dipping motion at any point of the    

cleaning process. If it floats to the top, it will suck up water through the button at the bottom and not clean the unit              

thoroughly.  

It is important to not overfill your bucket using this method. Be sure that your sink/pail is filled appropriately for the size of your  

milking bucket.  Overfilling the milk bucket can send suds and fluids into the vacuum line. 

 

Wash: To Clean the Claw in Place (CIP) submerge in a sink/pail with 1 oz of cleaning powder for every two gallons of warm 

water (125°F). Make a dipping motion as the claw runs the cleaning solution into the bucket. Once the solution has been          

transferred to the milking bucket separate the Pulsator (with or without the adaptor) and set it aside. Clean the lid with a brush, 

paying special attention to the ports. Separate the lid gasket and clean   thoroughly. Take a moment to scrub the inside of each 

inflation with the Bore Brush. If your bore brush is longer than your inflation, be sure to remove the claw from the inflation to 

clean inside. It is important that the plastic cross section in the ITP 207 claw remains intact. See photo below of an intact           

cross-section.  

 

Final Rinse: There are two ways you can proceed with a Final Rinse.  

Warm Water Rinse: Rinse the solution off of the claw, bucket, and remaining parts with warm water (125°F).   

Acid Rinse: After rinsing the equipment cleaner off of all the surfaces, rinse in tepid water that has been 

acidified. Choose a dairy acid cleaner that is right for you. This will remove traces of alkaline cleaner and 

prevent mineral deposits (Milk Stone) from building up, even on stainless steel. Do not rinse again, set to dry. 

 

Storage: After the cleaning and rinsing procedures are accomplished, the claw should be positioned so that it will drain any 

residual solution and the bucket should be turned upside down to ensure complete draining.  Make sure there is no water caught 

between the shell and inflation every time.  

 

Sanitize: Just before each milking, re-assemble the milking machine. The pulsator and adaptor will need to be returned to the lid, 

with the Pulsator slid fully onto the adaptor and the lid nut tightened to a “Finger Tight” pressure. For NuPulse Lids: the milk line 

will attach to the port that has a stainless steel guard around it on the underside of the lid. the vacuum line is attached to the 

port with no guard around it. flush with a dairy sanitizer by following the directions on the sanitizer label for proper               

concentration, contact time and water temperature.  
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Maintenance:  

 

Inflations should be changed regularly (for rubber inflations every 1,200 milkings, for silicone inflations every 5,000 
milkings, or sooner if damage is apparent).  

 

Milk tubing and pulsation line should be replaced every year to promote sanitary conditions and maintain flexibility.  

  

The pulsator should be periodically cleaned. For BRK or Interpuls pulsators this is done by submerging the pulsator in 
water and cleaning with a soft toothbrush style brush, Use warm soapy water (mild dish soap is fine). To dry the pulsator, 
place it on the bucket on let it operate on the bucket for several minutes until dry.  Do not attempt to dry when freezing 
conditions exist.  And remember BRK and Interpuls pulsator should never be oiled.  

 

Pulsators should be rebuilt every 25,000 hours of operation.  All the parts that should be replaced are available in a kit 
from Bob-White Systems.  This rebuild can be performed by the dairyman and requires no special skills.  
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Frequently Asked Questions & Troubleshooting 

Units Falling Off 

 Overmilking 

 Wet, soapy teats 

 Worn rubberware 

 Vacuum Level too low 

 Line Flooding 

 Leak in the vacuum line 

 Shut-off Button is ‘OPEN’  

Cow/Goat/Sheep Kicking 

 Vacuum set too high 

 Pulsator malfunction 

 Stray voltage 

 Over milking 

 Teat end abrasions/sore teats 

Unit Speeds Up 

 This is normal for a Nupulse Claw 
during heavy milk flow 

 Check the pulsation rate for the 
pulsators on the lid of the buckets. 
Adjust to the  recommended pulses 
per minute for your species. 

Troublshooting 

FAQ: 

My pulsator isn’t working. What do I do?  

Here are a few things to double check: 

 Check the vacuum pressure. Vacuum gages should be set to 14”mg for 

cows and 12”mg for goats and sheep. Listen for any air escaping in the 

system.   

 Check that your pulsator adaptor is positioned correctly. 90% of the time 

this is the reason for a faulting pulsator.  

The pulsator adaptor has a beveled side and a flat side to the piece 

that slides onto the pulsator. Be sure that the flat side of the adaptor is pushed all the way against the pulsator. This en-

sures that the square on the pulsator and the hole on the   pulsator line up properly. The photo to the right shows the flat 

side facing the top of the photo and the beveled side     facing the bottom of the photo.    

 Check the interior of the pulsator for any dirt, or sawdust. This requires opening up the pulsator. We recommend you do this 

by following the D#95 Pulsator Instructions and Parts worksheet.        

 *Do you need another copy? See bobwhitesystems.com for a digital copy.* 

 Turn all of the shut-off valves to the off position and wait as the vacuum pressure regains. Once vacuum pressure is                  

re-established, the pulsator will begin clicking again.  

Slow Milking 

 Vacuum too low 

 Worn inflations 

 Vacuum leaks 

 Clogged bowl vent (NuPulse) 

 Over Milking 

 Milk hose or inlet valve undersized 

 Pulsator rubberware worn out 

Pulsator Slow Down or Stop 

 Milk Hose kinked (NuPulse) 

 Air leaks in claw 

 Bobbin hole plugged 

 Dirty air filter 

 Damaged or missing “O” ring (NuPulse) 

 Damaged Diaphragm rubber (NuPulse) 

 Check the pulsation rate for the          
pulsators on the lid of the buckets.    
Adjust to the recommended pulses per 
minute for your species. 

https://bobwhitesystems.com/pages/bob-white-systems-manuals

